
Fullerene,	Ｃ６０ �

Solid looks like black soot. 
Purple in solution. �



from NEC website�

fullerene � carbon nanotube � graphene�
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Superconductors (M+)3(C603-•	)�
 

Trialkali	Salts	of	C60.	

Record holder of organic superconductors! �



Cyclic voltammetry result �

Strong electron affinity of C60; Reducable upto a hexa-anion. �

Superconductors (M+)3(C603-•	)�
 

Trialkali	Salts	of	C60.	



Preparation: Vapor doping of K to a thin film of C60, 
just like the dope methods for graphite, polyacetylene, etc. 

Superconductors (M+)3(C603-•	)�

Crystal structure of K3C60� Relation between the cell parameter and TC. �



(Mitsubishi Chemicals) �A fan works by these solar cells. �

●New-generation solar cells with a highest-level energy-transformation 
efficiency. 
●Nice combination of novel electron acceptors and donors. 

�

http://www.jst.go.jp/pr/jst-news/2009/2010-02/page07.html �

n-charge transport layer �

p-charge transport layer �



三菱化学と大成建設、有機薄膜型太陽電池をビル用
外壁材に一体化�

2014/03/25 11:06

Organic thin-layer solar cells were applied to the outer wall of a 
building to verify social implementation. (Mitsubishi Chemicals 
and Taisei Corporation)	

Demonstration building �
Thin layer solar cell �

Solar cell panel �



Elongated fullerenes 
give nanotubes.�

A football, C60
A rugby ball, C70

「線は帳面に引け」  by Euler
Number of edges = 
number of corners + number of faces - 2

どんなフラーレンにも�
正五角形が����個ある�
Every fullerene has 
twelve pentagons. �



A TEM image of a carbon nanocapsule 
involving a LaC2 crystal.  �

A TEM image of a single-layer nanotube 
growing from lanthanum compounds.  �



Nanotubes involving fullerenes.� Multi-layer nanotubes.�



NECなど、カーボンナノチューブ電極採用の携帯機器向
け燃料電池を開発�
�
NEC corp. has developed a small fuel cell having a carbon-
nanohorn electrodes suitable for a cellar phones. Their energy 
densities are higher than those of lithium-ion batteries. �

2001年8月30日�

Carbon nanohorns�

飯島 澄男��Sumio Iijima, NEC researcher �
������1963 Graduated from UEC-Tokyo.�



3.4(±0.2)	nm	x	10	=	34	nm	

An	STM	image	of	DNA	
double	helices.	

Someone says that DNA is conducting and applicable to 
molecular wires. �

carbon nanotubes with any lengths	
a few nanometer diameter�

Molecular wires（conducting leads）�



Different conductivity dependent on the helix pitches. �



A canonical structure 
at the ground state. 
There are 12,500 
Kékule structures; 
3500 have double 5-6 
bonds and 5500 have 
double 6-6 bonds. �



π orbital energy 
diagram. 
(The HOMO energy is 
located at the origin.)

The spheric π-orbitals 
are described just 
similarly to the 
spheric harmonics Ylm.  �



The spheric π-orbitals are described just similarly 
to the spheric harmonics Ylm. in atomic orbitals.   �

s (l = 0) �
p (l = 1) �
d (l = 2) �

f (l = 3) �

g (l = 4) �

h (l = 5); eleven-fold degenerate orbitals are split. �

i (l = 6) �

But nature has never encountered atomic orbitals 
having g, h, or i symmetry. �



Ishida	Lab. �
Fullerene	Chemistry�

Addi6on	reac6ons	of	C60. �


